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Abstract
Nuclear degradation is a major event during programmed cell death (PCD). The breakdown of nuclear components has been
well characterized during apoptosis, one form of PCD. Many nonapoptotic forms of PCD have been identified, but our
understanding of nuclear degradation during those events is limited. Here, we take advantage of Drosophila oogenesis to
investigate nuclear degeneration during stress-induced apoptotic and developmental nonapoptotic cell death in the same cell
type in vivo. We find that nuclear Lamin, a caspase substrate, dissociates from the nucleus as an early event during
apoptosis, but remains associated with nuclei during nonapoptotic cell death. Lamin reveals a series of changes in nuclear
architecture during nonapoptotic death, including nuclear crenellations and involutions. Stretch follicle cells contribute to
these architecture changes, and phagocytic and lysosome-associated machinery in stretch follicle cells promote Lamin
degradation. More specifically, we find that the lysosomal cathepsin CP1 facilitates Lamin degradation.

Introduction

Programmed cell death (PCD) modalities utilize genetically
encoded components to destroy the cell; a process essential
for organismal development and homeostasis [1]. The
importance of apoptosis, one form of PCD, in development
and disease has led to its thorough characterization.
Apoptosis culminates in the activation of a cascade of
caspases, cysteine-directed aspartate-specific proteases that
discriminately cleave >1000 substrates [2–4]. At least a
dozen other forms of PCD have been identified that are
nonapoptotic and noncaspase dependent, but our under-
standing of them is limited [5–8].

Nuclear breakdown is a major event of PCD. Lingering
nuclear material can be toxic to the organism and, therefore,
must be effectively eliminated [9, 10]. Nuclear lamins form
a meshwork subjacent to the inner nuclear membrane,
and consist of A- and B-type lamin proteins which differ-
biochemically, structurally, and in their expression patterns
[11, 12]. In apoptosis, caspase cleavage of lamins facil-
itates nuclear degradation events in vitro [13]. In addi-
tion, lamin cleavage is used to track caspase activity in vivo
[14–16]. Yet, it remains to be determined how lamins, and
the nucleus in general, are dismantled in caspase-
independent PCD modalities.

Several examples of nonapoptotic PCD have emerged,
including the elimination of alveolar epithelial cells during
mammary gland regression post lactation, and removal of
uterine epithelial cells during implantation in mammals
[17–19]. Another well-defined example of nonapoptotic
PCD is linker cell death (LCD) in Caenorhabditis elegans
[20]. The male-specific linker cell is essential for male
fertility, as it promotes gonad elongation and its death
enables fusion with the cloaca, allowing sperm to be
released. LCD shows distinct nuclear morphology com-
pared with apoptosis: chromatin does not condense and the
nucleus becomes crenellated [20]. In their recent review,
Kutscher and Shaham [6] suggest that LCD morphology is
not unique, as dying cells in various tissues and organisms
display similar nonapoptotic morphology. Despite the
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conservation of morphological features, it is unclear whe-
ther these changes in nuclear structure impact nuclear
breakdown.

The Drosophila melanogaster ovary provides a tractable
model for investigating nuclear degradation dynamics in
both apoptotic and nonapoptotic cell deaths of the same cell
type, nurse cells (NCs) [21, 22]. Roughly 15–20 ovarioles
comprise each ovary, and each ovariole contains egg
chambers progressing through 14 stages of oogenesis
(Fig. 1a). Each egg chamber contains 16 germ cells: 15
polyploid NCs connected to an oocyte through cytoplasmic

bridges [23–25]. Throughout oogenesis, NCs deposit pro-
teins, mRNA, and cytoplasm into the oocyte, a process
conserved in mammals [26]. Surrounding the germline cyst
is an epithelial layer of somatically derived follicle cells
(FCs), which differentiate into specialized subgroups during
oogenesis. Notably, during stage 9 (s9) and s10 of oogen-
esis, a subset of FCs called the stretch FCs (SFCs) is
established at the anterior end of the egg chamber [27, 28].
This group of ~50 SFCs are morphologically and func-
tionally distinct from main body FCs as their membranes
thin and elongate to surround the NCs (Fig. 1a).

Fig. 1 Lamin is degraded as morphological changes in chromatin are
observed during caspase-dependent apoptosis. a Schematic of a D.
melanogaster ovariole composed of progressively developing egg
chambers. Environmental stress, such as nutrient starvation, can
induce a caspase-dependent cell death program of nurse cells (NCs) in
mid-stage egg chambers. In contrast, NCs are eliminated through a
caspase-independent and nonapoptotic developmental death during the
late stages of oogenesis. b–g” Representative mid-stage egg chambers
of starved wild-type (w1118) flies stained with DAPI to mark DNA
(cyan), anticleaved-Dcp-1 (cDcp-1, yellow) to mark egg chambers
undergoing apoptosis, and ADL84.12 to mark B-type Lamin (green).
Mid-stage phasing previously described by Etchegaray et al. [37].
b–b” Phase 0 (not dying) mid-stage egg chamber: NC chromatin is
dispersed (b arrowhead), a layer of follicle cells (FCs) line the peri-
meter of the egg chamber (b arrow indicating FC nuclei), and cDcp-1
is absent (b’). Both NC (b” inset) and FC nuclei (b” arrow) have

continuous peripheral Lamin. c–c” Phase 1 dying egg chamber: NC
chromatin is disorganized and cDcp-1 is present in the germline.
Lamin begins to appear cytoplasmic and continues to at least partially
associate with NC nuclei (c” inset). d–d” Phase 2 egg chamber:
chromatin is condensed. Lamin generally no longer associates with
condensed NC nuclei and continues to appear cytoplasmic (d” inset).
Asterisks indicate a healthy egg chamber anterior to the dying egg
chamber. e, f” Phase 3–4 egg chambers: NC chromatin progressively
condenses and fragments. Lamin is not associated with degrading
chromatin. Asterisks indicate a healthy egg chamber anterior to the
dying egg chamber (e–e”). g–g” Phase 5 egg chamber: few remnants
of NC chromatin remain (g arrowhead), and FC nuclei are dis-
organized surrounding the germline material (g arrow). Most of the
germline material has been engulfed (g’). Lamin is observed sur-
rounding only FC nuclei (g” arrow compared with arrowhead pointing
to NC chromatin). Scale bar= 50 µm
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The different forms of PCD in Drosophila oogenesis
facilitate a comparative analysis between apoptotic and
nonapoptotic nuclear degradation dynamics. In mid-
oogenesis (s7–9), environmental stressors like protein star-
vation and predator threat can induce NC apoptosis
(Fig. 1a) [29, 30]. In late oogenesis (s10B–14), the NCs are
eliminated to produce a mature oocyte (Fig. 1a). Develop-
mental death of the NCs is nonapoptotic, as chromatin
morphology is distinct from apoptosis and blocking cas-
pases does not impair NC death [22, 31–33]. Instead, we
previously demonstrated that developmental NC death
occurs through phagoptosis, a form of PCD dependent on
phagocytic machinery [34, 35].

We leveraged this powerful in vivo system to determine
how nuclear degradation proceeds in a nonapoptotic,
caspase-independent cell death. Specifically, we visualized
a nuclear caspase substrate, Lamin (the Drosophila B-type
lamin), to analyze comparative changes in nuclear archi-
tecture and Lamin breakdown during NC apoptosis and
developmental phagoptosis. We identified a series of
nuclear architecture changes, wherein NC nuclei become
crenellated and form involutions—in contrast to apoptosis,
in which Lamin is degraded soon after changes in chromatin
morphology are observed. Furthermore, we found that CP1,
a lysosomal protease, nonautonomously facilitates Lamin
breakdown during caspase-independent NC death. Our
work establishes a model for nuclear degradation mechan-
isms in a nonapoptotic PCD.

Materials and methods

Fly strains and maintenance

The following fly lines were obtained from the Bloo-
mington Drosophila Stock Center: w1118, tub-
Gal80ts, luciferase RNAi (JF01355), spinsterRNAi
(JF02782), Vha16-1 RNAi (HMS02171), CP1RNAi
(HMS00725), Diap1 RNAi (HMS00752). PG150-GAL4/
FM7 was received from Ellen LeMosy and GR1-GAL4 was
received from Trudi Schupbach. dor4 [36], drprΔ5 [37]
mutants have been previously described.

Flies were maintained on standard cornmeal and molas-
ses at 25 °C. If Gal80ts was used, flies were reared at 18 °C,
then moved to 29 °C for 2 days immediately preceding
dissection; ~18 h at 29 °C when expression of Diap1RNAi
was induced in the SFCs. Other RNAi lines were also
incubated for 2 days immediately preceding dissection for
consistency. For analyses of nonapoptotic developmental
death, flies were conditioned with yeast paste to promote
oogenesis 2–3 days immediately prior to dissection. To
study apoptotic stress-induced death, flies were conditioned

for 2 days, then deprived of protein for ~18 h immediately
preceding dissection in apple juice agar vials.

Immunohistochemistry and phalloidin staining

Generally, flies <10 days old were conditioned on yeast
paste, or conditioned and then starved for ~18 h immedi-
ately preceding dissection at 25 °C. Flies expressing RNAi
were conditioned for 2 days at 29 °C. Flies were dissected in
1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and ovaries were gently
teased apart to separate ovarioles. Ovary tissue was fixed in
2% paraformaldehyde in 1× PBS for 20 min, then rinsed
two times in 1% TritonX-100 in 1× PBS (1% PBT). Ovary
tissue was then washed three times in 1% PBT for 1 h at
room temperature (RT). Next, tissue was blocked in
PBANG (0.1% PBT, 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA),
and 5% normal goat serum) for 1 h at RT, then incubated
with primary antibody diluted in PBANG for at least 3 days
to aid Lamin penetrance, at 4 °C. Primary antibodies:
ADL84.12 (1:10; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank)
[38] and cleaved Death caspase-1 (cDcp-1) (1:100; Cell
Signaling Technology).

After incubation in primary antibody, ovary tissue was
briefly rinsed twice with 1% PBT, then washed four times
for 2 h in 0.1% PBT+ 0.5% BSA. Samples were then
incubated in secondary antibody diluted in PBANG for at
least 1 h at RT, and protected from light. If actin staining
was desired, 2.5% phalloidin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 546
diluted in methanol (Invitrogen; Cat #A22283) was added
during this step with the secondary antibody. Secondary
antibodies include: goat anti-mouse Cy3 (1:200; Jackson
ImmunoResearch, Cat #115-165-003); goat anti-mouse
Alexa Fluor 488 (1:400; Jackson ImmunoResearch, Cat
#115-545-003); goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (1:500;
Jackson ImmunoResearch, Cat #111-545-003); goat anti-
mouse Alexa Fluor 647 (1:75; Jackson ImmunoResearch,
Cat #115-605-003). Tissue was briefly rinsed two times in
1% PBT, then again washed four times in 0.1% PBT+
0.5% BSA for 2 h at RT. Finally, tissue was rinsed in 1×
PBS and stored in Vectashield with DAPI (Vector Labs, Cat
#H-1200) overnight at 4 °C before mounting.

LysoTracker staining

After dissection in 1× PBS, flies were incubated in 150 μL of
LysoTracker Red DND-99 (Invitrogen, Cat #L7528) freshly
diluted 1:50 in 1× PBS, for 3 min at RT. The tube was
periodically flicked and kept on a shaker during this time.
The LysoTracker solution was then removed and tissues
were washed three times in 1× PBS for 30 min. The first
wash was quick, and the other two were longer. Samples
were protected from light hereafter. After washing, tissues
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were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde in 1× PBS and primary
and secondary staining proceeded as described above.

Microscopy and image processing

All images were taken on an Olympus FV10i confocal
microscope. Images were processed using ImageJ and
Photoshop. Figures were made using Adobe Illustrator. For
models, NC nuclei were isolated and processed in Microsoft
Office PowerPoint, then imported into Adobe Illustrator.

Quantifications and statistics

For all quantifications, s13 egg chambers were identified by
the presence of dorsal appendages that had not fully
matured as in s14 egg chambers. S13 egg chambers were
haphazardly selected, and a single Z-plane was imaged for
quantification of NC nuclei. NC nuclei with clearly distin-
guishable traits were quantified. For example, sometimes
Lamin antibody does not fully penetrate egg chambers so if
penetrance was poor, nuclei were not quantified.

To quantify the formation of involutions when SFCs
were ablated, NC nuclei of s13 egg chambers in experi-
mental and control samples were analyzed for the presence
or absence of Lamin involution into the nucleus. Of the
nuclei that had identifiable involutions, we quantified
whether actin was associated with the involutions. We
quantified three independent replicates for control samples,
and four independent replicates for experimental samples.
Using Excel software, we calculated the average percentage
and standard deviation of NC nuclei with involutions, and
the average percentage and standard deviation of involu-
tions associated with actin. Using Prism software, we per-
formed unpaired t-tests to determine p-values.

To quantify Lamin degradation, NC nuclei in cross
section of s13 egg chambers were analyzed. To test whether
phagocytosis and lysosome-associated genes affected
Lamin degradation, we calculated the proportion of NC
nuclei with degrading Lamin versus total nuclei associated
with Lamin, and shifted the data by adding 0.1 to test
whether the data best fit a normal, lognormal, or gamma
distribution using the fitdistrplus package [39] and
employing R version 3.5.1 in RStudio [40]. The data best fit
a gamma distribution. Using the lme4 package [41], we
made a generalized linear mixed model using genotype as a
fixed effect and experiment replicate number as a random
effect. To compare significance between genotypes, we
used the pairwise least-square means tests using the
emmeans package [42].

To quantify changes in chromatin, Lamin, and acid-
ification in CP1 knockdowns and controls, images were
assigned unique codes and quantified blindly. Multiple
correspondence analyses were computed using R, and the

script is available at: https://github.com/spholmes/Nuclei.
Prism software was used to determine standard deviation
and perform pairwise Student’s t-tests comparing the mean
percentage between experimental and control nuclear states
across three replicate experiments of >7 flies per
experiment.

Results

During apoptosis, changes in chromatin
morphology are quickly followed by Lamin
degradation

To characterize nuclear lamin degradation during apoptosis,
flies were starved and egg chambers were labeled with
antibodies against cDcp-1 and B-type Lamin (Lamin). We
determined the phase of death of mid-stage egg chambers
according to Etchegaray et al. [37]. Phase 0 (healthy, non-
dying) mid-stage egg chambers had dispersed NC chro-
matin and lacked cDcp-1 (Fig. 1b–b’). NC and FC nuclei of
healthy mid-stage egg chambers were encircled by Lamin
(Fig. 1b”). In phase 1 (early dying) egg chambers, NC
chromatin was disorganized and cDcp-1 was present in the
germline (Fig. 1c–c’). Lamin began to appear cytoplasmic,
while continuing to associate with NC nuclei (Fig. 1c”). As
mid-stage death proceeded, NC chromatin progressively
condensed and fragmented (Fig. 1d–g’). Lamin continued to
appear cytoplasmic in phase 2 (Fig. 1d”), and rarely asso-
ciated with NC chromatin (Fig. 1d”, inset). In phase 3,
Lamin was still detected in the germline cytoplasm, but was
not associated with NC nuclear fragments for the remainder
of mid-stage death (Fig. 1e”–g”). In contrast, Lamin in FC
nuclei stayed intact through phase 5 (Fig. 1g–g”). Thus, the
loss of Lamin from NC nuclei was an early event in NC
apoptosis, occurring by phase 2.

During developmental nonapoptotic cell death,
Lamin remains associated with NC nuclei despite
chromatin changes

To determine the progression of nuclear events during
nonapoptotic developmental death [31, 32], we examined
egg chambers of well-fed wild-type flies labeled with a
Lamin antibody. In s10 egg chambers, NC chromatin was
dispersed and peripherally enclosed by Lamin (Fig. 2a–a’).
Consistent with previous work showing chromatin changes
in s11 egg chambers [43], we found that as NCs rapidly
transferred their cytoplasmic contents into the oocyte, NC
nuclei began to compress (Fig. 2b). By s12, NC chromatin
had compacted (Fig. 2c), but was not as condensed as in
mid-stage apoptotic death (for example, Fig. 1d). As these
chromatin changes occurred, Lamin remained peripherally
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associated with NC nuclei and showed striking changes in
architecture: as the NC nuclei compressed, the nuclear
lamina formed crenellations (Fig. 2b’) and then deep
involutions (Fig. 2c’).

During mid-stage apoptosis, NCs degenerate synchro-
nously. In contrast, developmental NC death had some
synchronous and asynchronous processes. NC nuclei
compressed, became crenellated, and formed involutions
synchronously. However, Lamin and chromatin degrada-
tion occurred asynchronously. S13 egg chambers con-
tained NC nuclei with different states of chromatin
degradation: in some nuclei, there were regions of con-
densed chromatin, while in others chromatin had degraded
based on weak DAPI staining (Fig. 2d). In addition, dif-
ferent states of Lamin association were observed: in some
nuclei Lamin appeared unperturbed, while in others
Lamin was degrading. We observed two classes of Lamin
degradation which were not mutually exclusive—
appearing either less concentrated along the nuclear per-
iphery (Fig. 2d’), or as “focal disruptions” where breaks
were observed in peripheral Lamin (Fig. 2e’). In some
nuclei with weak DAPI labeling, Lamin had been entirely
degraded and was absent (Fig. 2e–e’). By s14, all NC
nuclei had been eliminated and only FC nuclei remained
(Fig. 2f–f’).

These data demonstrate compelling differences in
nuclear degradation dynamics between apoptosis in mid-
stage NC death and nonapoptotic developmental NC death.
In apoptosis, Lamin disappeared from nuclei soon after
chromatin changes were observed (Fig. 1), whereas in the
nonapoptotic developmental death, Lamin remained asso-
ciated with nuclei and revealed a progression of architecture
changes (Fig. 2g). Early egg chambers, such as s8, had
round NC nuclei (Figs. 1b” and 2g). By s10, NC Lamin
architecture began to deviate from a smooth, round peri-
meter (Fig. 2a’, g). As NC nuclei started to compress,
Lamin became crenellated and subsequently involuted,
remaining associated with nuclei despite chromatin changes
(Fig. 2g). Finally, Lamin asynchronously degraded, yet
continued to at least partially associate with chromatin
(Fig. 2g).

SFCs promote Lamin architecture changes and
Lamin degradation

Our data revealed that an early step of nuclear degradation
during nonapoptotic NC death is a change in Lamin
architecture. In wild type, the formation of cytoplasmic
actin bundles in s10B egg chambers [43–45] precedes the
dramatic changes in Lamin architecture. Actin bundles

Fig. 2 Lamin persists after chromatin changes have occurred during
caspase-independent developmental PCD in NCs. a–f’ Representative
late-stage egg chambers of well-fed wild-type (w1118) flies stained with
DAPI to mark chromatin (cyan), and ADL84.12 to mark B-type Lamin
(green). a–a’ S10 egg chamber: NC nuclei are spheroid with dispersed
chromatin and continuous peripheral Lamin. b–b’ S11 egg chamber:
compressed NC nuclei, crenellated Lamin (b’ inset). c–c’ S12 egg
chamber: NC chromatin has compacted, but remains associated with
Lamin. Lamin involutions extend into NC nuclei (c’ inset, arrowhead).

d, e’ S13 egg chambers: NC nuclei asynchronously degrade.
Degrading Lamin appears faint (d’ inset), or shows focal disruptions
(e’ inset, arrowhead). Some NC nuclei lack Lamin (e, e’
yellow arrowheads). f–f’ S14 egg chamber: characterized by fully
extended dorsal appendages (DA, f’ inset). NCs have been eliminated,
while FCs remain (arrowhead). g Model of NC Lamin changes
(white) in developmental NC PCD. S8 nucleus from Fig. 1b inset.
Scale bar= 50 µm
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actively position NC nuclei during dumping: as NCs con-
tract, the actin bundles push NC nuclei and laterally
associate with them as nuclei rotate [44]. Previously, we
demonstrated that SFCs closely associate with NC nuclei in
late oogenesis: in s11 egg chambers SFCs begin to invade
between NCs, and by s12, SFC membranes surround NC

remnants [34, 46]. Moreover, SFCs are required for several
events that take place during NC death, including cyto-
plasmic dumping, acidification, DNA fragmentation, and
cytoplasmic actin bundles [34]. Thus, to investigate the role
of SFCs in NC nuclear degradation, we genetically ablated
SFCs in late-stage egg chambers and examined Lamin and
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cytoplasmic actin dynamics. We used GAL4-UAS [47] to
express Diap1RNAi in SFCs to induce their death [34].

Consistent with previous studies [43, 44, 48], control egg
chambers displayed subcortical actin in NCs and FCs
(Fig. 3a–a”’), actin filaments in the ring canals
(Fig. 3a–a”’), and cytoplasmic actin bundles extending
towards NC nuclei in s10–11 egg chambers (Fig. 3a–b”’)
[43, 44, 48]. We found actin filaments poking into NC
nuclei starting in s11 (Fig. 3b–b”’), and extending into
involutions during s12–13 (Fig. 3c, d”’, insets). By s14,
NCs were eliminated and only cortical actin in FCs was
observed (Fig. 3e–e”’).

Genetic ablation of SFCs did not entirely disrupt
cytoplasmic actin bundles in s10–11 egg chambers
(Fig. 3f, g”’). Similar to controls, these actin bundles
seemed to poke into some NC nuclei (Fig. 3f”–g”’).
However, in s12–13 egg chambers, the actin bundles were

less readily observed (Fig. 3h–i”’), although cortical actin
remained (Fig. 3h”, arrow). Moreover, the architecture of
NC nuclei in these egg chambers deviated from controls:
nuclei did not appear synchronously compressed, and failed
to form involutions (Fig. 3h–i”’). NCs lingered in s14 egg
chambers, and persisting nuclei generally remained asso-
ciated with Lamin. In some instances, NC nuclei appeared
to be degrading as judged by regions of highly condensed
chromatin (Fig. 3j); Lamin also appeared to be breaking
down in these nuclei (Fig. 3j’).

To determine the effect of SFCs on nuclear events, we
quantified involutions and Lamin degradation in NC nuclei
of s13 egg chambers. We found a significant decrease in
involutions (Fig. 3k), and in the association of involutions
with actin (Fig. 3l) when SFCs were ablated. Since actin
bundles were seen in s10–11 egg chambers lacking SFCs, it
is possible that they contributed to some of the involutions.
In addition, Lamin degradation was significantly decreased
when SFCs were ablated (Fig. 3m). Altogether, these data
suggest that actin dynamics during late oogenesis are
associated with nuclear involutions. Furthermore, Lamin
degradation relies on nonautonomous components
from SFCs.

Phagocytosis and lysosome-associated genes
promote Lamin degradation, but not Lamin
architecture changes

To better understand how nonautonomous factors promote
nuclear degradation events, we investigated phagocytosis
and lysosome-associated genes acting in SFCs. The
engulfment receptor Draper is nonautonomously required
for NC clearance, as FC-specific knockdowns of draper
result in a strong persisting nuclei phenotype [34]. Knock-
ing down draper specifically in SFCs blocked NC acid-
ification and DNA fragmentation in s13 [34]. Similarly, the
lysosome-associated genes deep orange (dor), spinster
(spin), and Vha16-1 are required for NC clearance
[34, 46, 49]. dor and Vha16-1 are also required for acid-
ification in s13 egg chambers.

To characterize the role of phagocytosis and lysosome-
associated genes in caspase-independent nuclear degrada-
tion, we analyzed chromatin and Lamin changes in draper
and dor mutants, and used GAL4-UAS [47] to knock down
spin and Vha16-1 in FCs. By s13 in control egg chambers,
NC nuclei had compressed, become crenellated, and formed
Lamin involutions (Figs. 2d and 4a–a’). NC nuclei degra-
ded asynchronously, with varying degrees of chromatin and
Lamin breakdown (Fig. 4a–a’). In s13 egg chambers from
draper mutants, nuclear architecture changes proceeded
normally: nuclei compressed, and became crenellated and
involuted (Fig. 4b–b’). These processes also occurred nor-
mally in dor hypomorphs, and spin and Vha16-1

Fig. 3 Actin bundles extend into nuclear involutions and non-
autonomous components from stretch follicle cells promote nuclear
Lamin degradation. a–h”’ Representative late-stage egg chambers of
well-fed control (a–e”’, FM7/+; tub-Gal80ts/+; UAS-Diap1RNAi/+)
and SFC ablated (f–j”’, PG150-Gal4/+; tub-Gal80ts/+; UAS-
Diap1RNAi/+) flies stained with DAPI to mark chromatin (cyan),
ADL84.12 to mark B-type Lamin (green), and phalloidin to mark actin
(magenta). a–a”’ Control s10 egg chamber: actin staining reveals
cortical actin surrounding nurse cells (NCs; arrow), cytoplasmic actin
bundles beginning to form (arrowhead), and ring canals between
germline cells (dashed arrow). b–d”’ S11–13 egg chambers: cyto-
plasmic actin bundles extend towards NC nuclei and into nuclear
involutions (b–d”’, insets, arrowhead). The muscle sheath surrounding
each ovariole is also sometimes seen (d”–d”’, M). e–e”’ S14: NC
nuclei have been eliminated and dorsal appendages have fully exten-
ded (DA). f, g”’ SFC ablated s10–11 egg chambers: occasionally
cytoplasmic actin bundles are present, extending towards NC nuclei
and into involuting NC nuclei (arrowheads, insets). h, i”’ S12–13 egg
chambers: cytoplasmic actin bundles are largely absent, corresponding
with a lack of involutions in NC nuclei. However, cortical actin is
apparent (h”, arrow). j–j”’ S14 egg chamber: cortical actin between
NCs remains visible. In addition, NC nuclear Lamin remains largely
intact. Chromatin in some nuclei appears highly condensed (arrow-
head) and possibly degrading, though the appearance deviates from the
progression seen in wild type and control egg chambers. k, l Quanti-
fication of the mean percentage ± standard deviation of NC nuclei with
involutions from three replicate experiments in control and four
replicate experiments in experimental flies. k In control egg chambers,
84.6% ± 5.3 of NC nuclei had involutions (120 NC nuclei total). When
stretch FCs were ablated, the percentage of NC nuclei with involutions
was significantly reduced to 20.4% ± 4.3 (p < 0.0001) (160 NC nuclei
total). l Quantification of the mean percentage of involutions asso-
ciated with actin. In control egg chambers, 87.4% ± 5.9 of involutions
were associated with actin. When stretch FCs were ablated, the per-
centage of involutions associated with actin was significantly reduced
to 50.1% ± 13.7 (p= 0.0074). m Quantification of NC nuclei with
degrading Lamin. The proportion of NC nuclei with degrading Lamin
per egg chamber was determined and plotted as a boxplot. In control
egg chambers, the median percentage of NC nuclei with degrading
Lamin was 60% (103 NC nuclei total). When stretch FCs were ablated,
the median number of NC nuclei with degrading Lamin significantly
decreased to 0 (p < 0.001) (112 NC nuclei total). Scale bar= 50 µm
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Fig. 4 Phagocytosis and lysosome-associated genes do not affect
Lamin architecture changes, but do affect Lamin degradation during
the developmental PCD of NCs. a–j’ Representative egg chambers of
well-fed control (GR1-Gal4 /+; UAS-luciferase-RNAi/+) and mutant
flies stained with DAPI to mark chromatin (cyan), and ADL84.12 to
mark Lamin (green). a–e’ Stage 13 egg chambers from wild type and
mutant flies had compressed NC nuclei with peripheral Lamin forming
crenellations and involutions. Phase insets show growing dorsal
appendages. a–a’ arrow and arrowhead indicate asynchronously
degrading NC nuclei. f–f’ Wild-type s14 egg chamber devoid of NC
material. g–j’ S14 egg chambers of mutant flies with persisting NC
nuclei. Lamin and nuclear architecture, including involutions, are
retained (g–j’). Phase insets show fully formed dorsal appendages. k, l
Quantification of NC nuclei with degrading Lamin from at least two
replicate experiments per genotype. The proportion of NC nuclei with

degrading Lamin per egg chamber was determined and plotted as a
boxplot. k In control egg chambers (w1118), the median percentage of
NC nuclei with degrading Lamin was 50% (118 total NC nuclei). In
dor4 and draper null mutants, the median percentage of NC nuclei
with degrading Lamin significantly decreased to 14.29% (p= 0.0027)
(83 total NC nuclei) and 18.33% (p= 0.0068) (113 NC nuclei total),
respectively. l In control egg chambers (GR1-Gal4 /+; UAS-lucifer-
ase-RNAi/+), the median percentage of NC nuclei with degrading
Lamin was 58.33% (103 NC nuclei total). When spinster was knocked
down in FCs, the median percentage of NC nuclei with degrading
Lamin decreased to 33.33% (p= 0.06) (72 NC nuclei total). When
Vha16-1 was knocked down, the median percentage of NC nuclei with
degrading Lamin decreased to 0 (p= 0.0002) (81 NC nuclei total).
Scale bar= 50 µm
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knockdowns (Fig. 4c–e’). Knocking down Vha16-1 addi-
tionally resulted in a mild dumpless phenotype, in which
NCs did not completely transfer their cytoplasm to the
oocyte (Fig. 4e’, j’), suggesting that Vha16-1 may have
additional roles in late oogenesis. Both draper and dor
significantly impaired Lamin degradation (Fig. 4k). Simi-
larly, knocking down Vha16-1 significantly blocked Lamin
degradation (Fig. 4l). In line with these trends, knocking
down spinster led to a reduction in Lamin degradation,
although this was not statistically significant (Fig. 4l).

In control s14 egg chambers, NC DNA and Lamin were
completely cleared (Fig. 4f–f’). However, in s14 egg
chambers from draper mutants, NC chromatin and Lamin
persisted [34]. These persisting nuclei had formed involu-
tions (Fig. 4g–g’), but did not show focal disruptions or
degradation of Lamin. Interestingly, asynchronous degra-
dation was less apparent, as variation in chromatin con-
densation and Lamin degeneration was limited (Fig. 4g–g’).
Persisting nuclei in s14 egg chambers from dor hypo-
morphs, and spin and Vha16-1 knockdowns also proceeded
through nuclear architecture changes normally, and gen-
erally continued to associate with Lamin (Fig. 4h–j’).
However, asynchronous nuclear breakdown events were
still observed in contrast to draper mutants. Draper may be
required at an earlier step than dor, spin, and Vha16-1; thus,
absence of draper disrupted asynchronous degradation,
while the other genes did not have as strong of an effect.
Alternatively, spin and Vha16-1 could be incompletely
knocked down, so perhaps some contribution from these
genes remained. Another consideration is that compensa-
tory mechanisms for the targeted lysosome-associated genes
may contribute to preserving asynchronous nuclear degra-
dation events. Altogether, these data demonstrate that pha-
gocytic and lysosome-associated genes are important for
Lamin breakdown, but not for changes in nuclear archi-
tecture (Fig. 2g).

The lysosomal protease CP1 facilitates Lamin
degradation

NC Lamin degradation was blocked in draper mutants, and
impaired in the absence of lysosome-associated genes. Yet,
it remained unclear how Lamin was removed since caspases
are not required for developmental NC death [22, 31–33].
We recently reported that CP1, the Drosophila ortholog of
cathepsin V, is released from SFCs and localizes to
degenerating NC nuclei during developmental death [46].
Furthermore, it is required for NC elimination, but not
acidification. Thus, we were interested in elucidating whe-
ther cathepsins played a role in nuclear degradation during
nonapoptotic NC death.

To explore this possibility, we knocked down CP1 in
FCs, and colabeled egg chambers with Lamin and

LysoTracker to mark acidified compartments. We blindly
quantified NC nuclei of s13 egg chambers according to the
state of three traits: (a) chromatin morphology, (b) Lamin
morphology, and (c) acidification (Table 1; Fig. 5a–b”’).
Chromatin state was qualitatively defined as either (i)
baseline, in which it appeared evenly dispersed, (ii)
degrading, in which chromatin appeared to have regions of
condensed chromatin or weak DAPI staining, or (iii) absent,
in which DAPI was no longer detected. Lamin state was
defined as either (i) continuous, such that a cross section
through an NC nucleus had continuous Lamin around the
nuclear perimeter, (ii) degrading, such that Lamin appeared
faint, or showed focal disruptions, or (iii) absent. Finally,
acidification was either (i) present or (ii) absent, based on
LysoTracker staining. This produced data sets of different
nuclear degradation states in control and FC-specific CP1
knockdowns based on the varying conditions of chromatin,
Lamin, and acidification.

We wanted to use an unbiased approach to explore these
data sets in their entirety and determine whether there was a
relationship between the different states of chromatin,
Lamin, and acidification. We performed multiple corre-
spondence analyses which confirmed our hypothesis that in
control NC nuclei, baseline chromatin correlated with
continuous Lamin, degraded chromatin correlated with
degraded Lamin, and the absence of chromatin correlated
with the absence of Lamin (Fig. 5c). Nuclei in which
chromatin and Lamin were absent also correlated more
closely with being acidified (Fig. 5c). When CP1 was
knocked down, these states were less closely correlated,
suggesting nuclear changes occurred through more inter-
mediate states (Fig. 5c). As expected, acidification state did
not change in CP1 knockdowns versus controls. However,
in addition to being less closely correlated, the relationship
between degraded chromatin and Lamin was inverted in
CP1 knockdowns relative to controls. A similar inversion
was noted in chromatin and Lamin absence. This suggests
that when CP1 is knocked down in FCs, Lamin degradation,
and elimination lags.

Next, we wanted to examine how individual nuclear
degradation states differed upon CP1 knockdown by doing
pairwise comparisons. Statistically significant differences in
nuclear states were only observed in acidified NC nuclei
(Table 2). Notably, CP1 knockdown led to a significant
increase in acidified NC nuclei with degrading chromatin
and degrading Lamin (Table 2). There was also a significant
decrease in acidified NC nuclei with degrading chromatin
and absent Lamin (Table 2). Finally, knocking down CP1
resulted in a significant increase in acidified nuclei in which
chromatin was absent, but Lamin was still degrading, and
thus still present and partially associated with nuclei
(Table 2; Fig. 5b–b”’). These findings suggest that NC
nuclei with degrading chromatin and degrading Lamin
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generally progress to a state of degrading chromatin and
absent Lamin (Table 2). When CP1 is knocked down, there
is an increase of NC nuclei with degrading chromatin and
degrading Lamin, possibly because they have not pro-
gressed to the degrading chromatin and absent Lamin state
(Table 2). There is also an increase of NC nuclei with absent
chromatin and degrading Lamin (Table 2). Altogether, these
data suggest that CP1 facilitates NC Lamin degradation.

Discussion

In this study, we characterized nuclear degradation in a
novel nonapoptotic cell death that occurs during Drosophila
oogenesis. Our analysis revealed differences in nuclear
degradation morphology between apoptosis and non-
apoptotic developmental death in vivo. We established a
series of nuclear breakdown events, and identified factors

that contribute to each stage (Fig. 6). We found that SFCs
promote NC nuclear architectural changes, and are required
for Lamin degradation. Moreover, phagocytosis and
lysosome-associated genes promoted Lamin degradation,
but were not required for mediating changes in nuclear
architecture. Finally, we showed that the cathepsin CP1
facilitates Lamin degradation. Altogether, our work pro-
vides a molecular and morphological foundation for further
interrogating nuclear degradation processes during non-
apoptotic NC death.

The nuclear architecture changes we identified comple-
ment similar findings observed by electron microscopy [43].
Several other changes in late-stage NC nuclei have been
reported: gaps form in the nuclear membrane, and the
nuclear surface area increases without a corresponding
increase in volume [43, 50]. Conceivably, the gaps and
increased surface area confer flexibility to the nuclear
membrane, facilitating ensuing nuclear architecture

Table 1 Morphological characterization of nuclear chromatin, Lamin, and LysoTracker traits

)s(elpmaxEnoitpircseDsetatSstiarT

Chromatin

Baseline Chromatin texture is similarly dispersed throughout the nucleus Fig. 2d

Degrading

Condensed regions of chromatin (i),

or weak DAPI staining (ii)

Fig. 5a,
arrowhead (i)

Fig. 2d,
w arrowhead (ii)

Absent Not detected with DAPI Fig. 5a, 
dashed arrow

Lamin

Continuous
Lamin surrounds the entire nuclear perimeter in a 

cross-sectional view
Fig. 5a’, 
arrowhead

Degrading

Lamin is faint (iii),

or has focal disruptions (iv)

Fig. 5a, 
arrow (iii)

Fig. 2e’, 
arrow (iv)

Absent
Either not detected, or hazy appearance overlapping with 

LysoTracker (v)
Fig. 5a’, 
dashed arrow 

LysoTracker

Absent (0) Not detected Fig. 5a’’, 
arrowhead

Present (1) Large acidified compartments Fig. 5a’’, 
arrows
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changes. Actin filaments continue to elongate once they
reach NC nuclei, actively pushing and rotating the nuclei
resulting in the association of the actin filaments with
deformed NC nuclei [44]. We propose these actin dynamics
contribute to the Lamin involutions we identified, which
associate with actin (for example, Fig. 3c”, d”). Given that
late-stage NC nuclei become acidified, an increased surface
area could render more nuclear material exposed to an
acidified environment and proteases.

Our data suggest that the final Lamin degradation is
facilitated by cathepsins. Cathepsins are lysosomal enzymes
with different catalytic mechanisms, as they can be cysteine,
serine, or aspartate directed [51]. Their substrate specificity

is less stringent than caspases, and they have also been
shown to play a role in several forms of cell death,
including apoptosis [51]. Some cathepsins translocate to the
nucleus during cell death [52], and are specifically required
for protein cleavage in vitro [53]. Yet, the activities of
cathepsins in the nucleus during PCD remain elusive. Our
work presents an in vivo model to further investigate
nuclear cathepsin function during PCD.

Another important consideration is the role of phos-
phorylation in regulating intermediate filaments, including
lamins. Phosphorylation state affects myriad activities of
intermediate filaments [54]. One example is lamin phos-
phorylation during mitosis, enabling their dissociation from

Fig. 5 CP1 facilitates Lamin degradation. a, b”’ Representative s13
egg chambers (phase insets) of well-fed control (tub-Gal80ts/+; UAS-
luciferase-RNAi/GR1-Gal4) and CP1 knockdown (tub-Gal80ts/+;
UAS-CP1-RNAi/GR1-Gal4) flies stained with DAPI to mark DNA
(cyan), ADL84.12 to mark Lamin (green), and LysoTracker (magenta)
to mark acidified compartments. NC nuclei display different combi-
nations of chromatin, Lamin, and acidification states (arrows and
arrowheads). c Rationale for performing multiple correspondence
analyses: between s10 and s14, DNA and Lamin are degraded and NC

nuclei become acidified. We investigated whether these events corre-
late in degrading nuclei. d Multiple correspondence analyses of
nuclear states in control and CP1 knockdown flies. Note the correla-
tion of baseline chromatin (Chrom_Base) with continuous Lamin
(Lam_Cont), degrading chromatin (Chrom_Deg) with degrading
Lamin (Lam_Deg), and absent chromatin (Chrom_Abs) with absent
Lamin (Lam_Abs), which in turn correlate with acidification (LT1).
N= 3 replicates per genotype, >7 flies per replicate. Scale bar= 50 µm
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the nucleus [55–58]. Lamin phosphorylation has been
observed during apoptosis, wherein the kinase PKC-δ was
found to facilitate lamin disassembly [59], and in nuclear
breakdown during terminal differentiation of lens fiber cells
[60]. However, the role of phosphorylation in PCD remains
largely unexplored. Interestingly, Smith and Fisher [61]
discovered the presence of a soluble Lamin isoform in late
stages of Drosophila oogenesis, coinciding with NC
degradation. Thus, future research could determine whether
a kinase works in tandem with proteases to efficiently
remove Lamin during nonapoptotic NC death.

While the changes we have identified in nuclear
architecture are just beginning to be explored in cell

death, altered nuclear morphology has been appreciated
as a feature of cancer cells and laminopathies, such as
progeria [62, 63]. Nuclear morphology is integral to
determining tumor grade and prognosis [64], and invo-
lutions revealed by lamin staining are a feature of high-
grade ductal carcinomas [65]. Thus, future endeavors
elucidating changes in nuclear morphology and the
mechanisms through which they occur may further our
understanding of two opposing cell fates—death and
immortality.
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Table 2 Frequency of nuclear
degradation states in CP1
knockdown and control s13 egg
chambers

Chromatin
state

Lamin state LT state Mean percentage ±
SD of nuclei in Ctrl

Mean percentage ± SD
of nuclei in CP1-RNAi

p-values
(Student’s t-test)

Baseline Continuous − 7.9 ± 2.6 10.8 ± 5.7 n.s.

Baseline Degrading − 7.7 ± 5.9 4.4 ± 3.5 n.s.

Baseline Absent − 0 0 n.s.

Baseline Continuous + 0.4 ± 0.6 0.6 ± 1.2 n.s.

Baseline Degrading + 0.5 ± 1.2 0.6 ± 1.2 n.s.

Baseline Absent + 0 0 n.s.

Degrading Continuous − 19.2 ± 5.0 20.5 ± 4.2 n.s.

Degrading Degrading − 28.5 ± 7.0 17.1 ± 1.7 n.s.

Degrading Absent − 1.3 ± 2.3 0.6 ± 1.2 n.s.

Degrading Continuous + 1.3 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 2.1 n.s.

Degrading Degrading + 4.6 ± 2.5 10.8 ± 2.3 0.0383*

Degrading Absent + 15.5 ± 2.1 3.2 ± 2.9 0.0043**

Absent Continuous − 0 0 n.s.

Absent Degrading − 0 0.8 ± 1.2 n.s.

Absent Absent − 0 0 n.s.

Absent Continuous + 0 0.8 ± 1.2 n.s.

Absent Degrading + 3.1 ± 1.0 11.8 ± 1.5 0.0012**

Absent Absent + 9.8 ± 2.9 15.3 ± 7.6 n.s.

Statistically significant values are in bold *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01

Fig. 6 Model of nuclear degradation during nonapoptotic nurse cell
death. Relative to earlier stages in which NC nuclei are spheroid,
nuclei of stage 10B NCs are irregular. As NCs dump their cytoplasmic
contents into the oocyte, NC nuclei become deformed by cytoplasmic
actin bundles extending towards them. By s12, NC nuclei form

involutions associated with actin, a process that relies on stretch fol-
licle cells. Lysosomal machinery and Draper promote nuclear acid-
ification and Lamin breakdown, but are not required in earlier steps for
nuclear architecture changes. Finally, CP1, which does not impair
acidification, facilitates Lamin degradation
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